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Lp DERIVATIVES AND APPROXIMATE PEANO
DERIVATIVESO

BY

MICHAEL J. EVANS

Abstract. It is known that approximate derivatives and k\.h Peano derivatives

share several interesting properties with ordinary derivatives. In this paper the author

points out that kxb. Lp derivatives also share these properties. Furthermore, a defini-

tion for a kth approximate Peano derivative is given which generalizes the notions of a

kth Peano derivative, a kth Lp derivative, and an approximate derivative. It is then

shown that a Arth approximate Peano derivative at least shares the property of be-

longing to Baire class one with these other derivatives.

1. Introduction. A real valued function/ defined on an interval, is said to have

a kth Peano derivative at x, k—\, 2,..., if there exist numbers fi(x),f2(x),...,

fk(x) such that

f(x + h) -f(x) - hfx(x)-(h«/k \)fk(x) = o(hk)

as h -> 0. Calderón and Zygmund [2] have generalized this definition in the follow-

ing manner. A real valued function/ defined on an interval, is said to have a kth

Lp derivative at x, lgp<co, k = 0, 1,..., if there exist numbers fo,P(x),fltP(x),...,

fk.v(x) such that

(\ fh | tk

\h J     /(* + /)_/°.''(*)~^.!>(x)-kiZk-"^

as h -» 0.

It is known that if a function/possesses a kth Peano derivative everywhere on an

interval, then this derivative resembles, in several respects, an ordinary derivative.

The following theorem shows that the same remark can be made when a function

has a Ä:th Lp derivative everywhere on an interval. Before stating the theorem, let

us adopt the notation

p-y« = [x mat,
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p    > i/?
dt \     = oihk)
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where / is a locally integrable function, and a is any conveniently chosen point.

Then employing an argument like the one used in the proof of Theorem 2 in [1],

we have

Theorem I. If a measurable function f possesses a kth Lp derivative fk,p(x) for

each point x in an interval I, then fk¡p is a (k+l)th Peano derivative on I. More

precisely,

fk%v(x) - (D~fi)k+1(x)

for all x in I.

Proof. Using Holder's inequality we have

\ J" [f{x + t)-fo,P(x)-tfi.Âx)-H-/*-p(x)) *

- tí r iAx+° ~f°-Áx)" tfi-p{x)" '

for each x in /. So we have

[ (f(x+t)-fio,v(x)-tfUx)-£/*.*(*)) dt = °(hk + l),

and performing the integration, we obtain

D-fi(x + h)-D-fi(x)-hfi0,p(x)-(h* + 1l(k+l)l)fk,p(x) = o(h«^).

So (D~1f)k+1(x)=fik-p(x), and the proof is completed.

It is not difficult to see that an ordinary derivative which exists everywhere on

an interval is of Baire class one and has the Darboux property. Denjoy [4] and

Oliver [11] have shown that a kth Peano derivative which exists on an interval is of

Baire class one, and Oliver also showed that a kth Peano derivative has the Darboux

property. Denjoy [5] and Clarkson [3] have shown that an ordinary derivative

possesses a stronger property than the Darboux property. We shall call this

property the Denjoy property, and a concise definition of it is found in [13], where

it goes under the name of property A. Oliver [11] has shown that a kth Peano

derivative also has the Denjoy property. Zahorski [14] defined a stronger property

yet, which we shall call the Zahorski property, and showed that an ordinary deriva-

tive possesses it. Weil in [13], where a definition of this property may be found under

the name of property B, showed that a kth Peano derivative also has the Zahorski

property. Hence we immediately obtain the following result :

Corollary I. If a measurable function fpossesses a kth Lp derivative fkiP(x) at

each point x in an interval I, thenfk<p

(1) is of Baire class one,

(2) has the Darboux property,

(3) has the Denjoy property,

(4) has the Zahorski property.

k\ fk.pix) dt\llp =o(hk)
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2. Approximate derivatives. In order to motivate what follows we recall some

of the properties of approximate derivatives.

Definition 1. A function / is said to have an approximate derivative f¿p(x)

at x if

nmJ(x+V-f(*)=fUxl
h-.o n

i.e. if there exists a set P of density 1 at 0 such that

fjx+h)-fjx)
hm    -j- =/ap(*).

h^0:heE «

Suppose now that/is a function, defined on an interval I, possessing an approxi-

mate derivative at each point of 7. Tolstoff [12] has shown that under these cir-

cumstances /a'p is of Baire class one. Khintchine [7] has shown that Rolle's theorem

holds for approximate derivatives. It then readily follows that/áP has the Darboux

property. These proofs are quite long. Shorter ones have been advanced by Goffman

and Neugebauer [6]. Marcus [9] has shown that/ap has the Denjoy property, and

Weil [13] has shown that it has the Zahorski property.

3. Approximate Peano derivatives. If we combine the notions of an approxi-

mate derivative and a kth Peano derivative, we obtain the following concept.

Definition 2. A function / defined on an interval, has a kth approximate

Peano derivative at a point x,k=\,2,..., if there exist numbers fi)(x),fm(x),...,

fw(x) such that

lirnap ¿ [fix+h)-fix)-hfa)ix)-^/(«W} = 0.

Theorem 2. Let f be a measurable function possessing a kth Lp derivative at a

point x. Then fktPix) is a kth approximate Peano derivative at x; specifically,

fk,p(x) = (jo,p)oc)(x).

Proof. We will employ a technique used by Neugebauer in Lemma 7 of [10]. Set

g(y) =fo.P(x-y)-fo.P(x)-yfi.P(x)-(yklk\)fk,P(x).

Note that ^(0)=go, p(0)=^i,p(0)= • • • =gkp(0) = 0. Soin order to prove the theorem

it will suffice to show that g{k)(0)=0, in particular that

lim   ^ = 0liiiiap    ,k    — V.
ft-»0     "

We will show here that limapÄ^0 + g(h)/hk = 0. A similar argument will then show

thatlimap^o-^)//ifc=0.

Let e>0 be given, and let Pe = {?>0 : |g(i)| >Etk). We must show that Ee has 0

as a point of density 0 from the right. For any positive h, let Eh=Es n [0, h]. Then
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we have

1     Ch "Ï 1/p (\     C 'ï1'!' (\     f V>

h

and as h -> 0+, this is o(/ifc), i.e. limft-.0+ (\Eh\/h)k + 1">=0. Hence limft_0 +|^h|//ï=0,

and so

lim   ^ = 0

With the above theorem we see that a kth approximate Peano derivative is a

generalization of all the derivatives mentioned so far in this paper. So we ask whether

or not a kth approximate Peano derivative which exists on an interval has any or

all of the above-mentioned properties shared by the other derivatives. We will give

a partial answer here by showing that such a derivative is at least of Baire class one.

We will need a couple of preliminary results.

Definition 7. As in [8] we define differences Ak(x, h;f) for a function /,

fc=l,2,...,by

Ak(x,h;f) = 2 (-!)*-'(*)/(* +jh-Wi)-
j = o \J /

The following lemma is not difficult to prove using induction on k (see [1] or [8]).

Lemma 1. Let X be any real number. Then

¿(-ly-'ííto+.Mfcy-Q,     / = o,i,...,fc-i,
y=o \JI

= k\,       i = k.

Lemma 2. Iff has a kth approximate Peano derivative at a point x, then for any

fixed real number X there is a set F(X, x) of density 1 at 0 such that

h-O-.heFiA.x) n

Proof. Let £ be a set of density 1 at 0 such that

fix+Q-ZMßh^oih«)

as h -> 0, h e E, where we temporarily denote/(jc) by/C0)(x). Let a real number A be

given and define

FiX, x) = {h: Xh+jh-\kh eEfox each y = 0,l,...,k}.
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Then P(A, x) is of density 1 at 0. Let e > 0 be given. There exists a 8 > 0 such that if

h ePand |A| <8, then

/(x + rO-i^/r- < Û \W>

and, furthermore, if 7 is an interval containing 0, and |/|<8, then |Pn7|/|7|

> 1 — e. Consequently, we can find a 0 < 8' ̂  8, such that if he F(X, x) and \h \ < 8',

then

(1) fix+xh +jh - \kh) - ¿ àM (A +J-WV
( = 0      /!

< p |A+7-Wfc|A|*

for each 7=0, 1,..., k, and if 7 is an interval containing 0 with |7| <8', then

|P(A, x) n 7|/|7| > 1 —e. If we now consider the right-hand side of inequality (1),

we have

J_ lA+y-tfiw sf io (J)|A|»i/-i*|*-

<fí(>-
^ e|/l|fc|A|k    if|A|  >  1,

g «|A|fc if |A| ^ 1.

Let us suppose that | A| > 1 and that h e P(A, x) with |A| < 8'. Then

Akjx+Xh,h;f)    ,  , .

^ii-l^-'Çj/^+AA+jA-^A)-/^)

¿ Ío(-i)fc-'Ç)[y<*+AA+jft-4ftA)-^^(A+y-4*)w] |

¿ í (-l)*-'fi) Íá#(A+7-WA,-/«,(x)

j = o \J/ " ¡ = o     ';       y=o

= 2fc|A|*e+ |/(fc)(x)-/(k)(x)|    (by Lemma 1)

= 2k|A|fc£.

Considering the case where  |A|^1, we similarly obtain  \Ak(x + Xh,h;f)/hk

—fik)(x)\<2kE if he F(X, x) and |A| < 8'. So in either case we have

+

Ak(x + Xh,h;f)      .  . ,
hm      -p-= /(«(x).
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Theorem 3. If f is measurable and has a kth approximate Peano derivative at

each point of an intervalJ, thenfm is of Baire class one.

Proof. For each positive integer n, each integer p, each real number h, and each

real number a, set

In,, =  [(p-m\(P + mnl h »  [-l/2" + 1, l/2» + l],

Sn.P.cc,h = {xeln¡p : Akix,h;f)/hk > a},

In,P.tt = x?kh e In : |onFP>ai^| > ^|in>p|}.

For each point of the form p/2n e J, define

/.0>/2*)-«up{a:|r..,..| >*|/,|}.

For each fixed n extend /„ linearly to arrive at a continuous function on all of /.

Let x0 e I. We want to show that fnix0) -^/(«(^o) as n -> oo. From Lemma 2 we

know there is a set F(0, *0) of density 1 at 0 such that

tskjx0,h;f) ,
hm       -Tiï-= /<w(xo).

h-0; heFiO.xo) "

Set G = {\kh : h e F(0, x0)}. G is clearly of density 1 at 0.

Let e > 0 be given. We shall find it convenient later to suppose that 1 -ik + l)e > |

and 1—2e1,2fc —£>-j. There exists a 8>0 such that if we let

EE = \h : /(*o+/0-2^#*A' <^m,
Ge = tikh : \Akix0,h;f)/hk-fik)ixo)\ < 2*«},

and

FE = {^kh : jh—\kh e Et for eachy = 0,1,.. .,k},

where we have seen in Lemma 2 that Fe<=Ge, then

\FsnI\/\I\ > l-e,   and    |£en/|/|/| > 1-e

for any interval I containing 0 with |/| < 8.

Now choose a positive integer TV so large that 1/2N < 8/4. Let n > TV, and find the

unique integerp so that p/2n<x0^,ip +1)/2\

Let

(\      1 ell2k~\      [ell2k      1  11

and hold it fixed. For each y=0, 1,..., k we have

jh-\kh e [-l/2n+1, l/2n+1] n Ee.
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Let Bj={y—jh+\kh : y e Ee). Then for each y=0, 1,..., k we have

|i?yn[-3/2"+1, l/2"+1]| ^

1/2»"1 •

If we set B= fly=o B„ then

Un[-3pip-]| > ,_(,+ |>.

Furthermore, if XheBC\ [-3/2n+1, l/2n+1], then x0 + XheIn¡p and Xh+jh-\kh

e Es for each y=0, 1,..., k. So performing calculations as in Lemma 2, we have

the following:

(l)If|A|ïil,

\Akix0 + Xh,h;f)/hk-fUxo)\ < 2ke.

(2)If|A|>l,

\Akix0 + Xh,h;f)/hk-fmixo)\ < 2k\X\«e g 2ki3/2^\h\)k

S 2k[3k2n + 1/2n + 2ell2kfe

= i3k)ke112.

If we set d=i3k)k, then regardless of the absolute value of A we have

\Akix0 + Xh,h;f)/hk-fmix0)\ < de1'2.

Let

Wh,t = {xeln¡p : \Ak(x,h;f)/hk-fik)(x0)\ < de"2}.

Then we have shown so far that for a fixed

(7      1 e1/afcl      Te1'2"      1  11

we have \WhJ >(l-(k+l)e)/2n-\ So

L    .    ,„.   ,     l-ik+l)e\
i^kh eln: \Wh ,£| > —^n-1     j

In the beginning of this proof we specified that e be so small that 1— (k + l)e>%

and 1 — 2e1,2k —e>^. So we have the following:

\&kheln: \Wh,s\ >i|/„.,|}| >i|/„|.

This together with the definition of fin(p/2n) implies that/(fc)(x0)-o'e1'2</n(/?/2n)

</o»(*o)+ *1'2.

In a similar manner we can find an TV' such that for n > TV' and p such that

p/2n<x0-¿(p+l)/2\   we  have /«,(*„)-A1/a</-.((/> +l)/2n)<fim(x0)+de112. We

then let TV0 = max (TV, TV') and have that, for n > TV0, \fn(x0)-fik)(x0)\ < de1'2. Hence

/n(*o) ->/cfc)(^o). and the theorem is proved.

l_2e1'2fc-E

2"
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